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Abstract:  During the seismic process of earthquakes, larger-scale civil engineering structures might fail due to 
the serious damage to some key structural members, whereas most structural components might remain elastic and 
experience small deformation. It is a challenging task to simulate the behavior of such structural systems due to 
the trade-off between computational efficiency and numerical accuracy. This paper presents an efficient and 
practical elastoplastic numerical substructure method, in which the whole structural seismic analysis is divided 
into linear elastic analysis of a master structure and nonlinear analysis of limited numbers of small-scale 
substructures, to balance the computational efficiency and numerical accuracy. During the linear elastic analysis 
of the master structure, the formation and LU triangular decomposition need to be done only once as the 
equivalent stiffness matrix remains constant, resulting in high computational efficiency of the master structure. 
Rational or refined models can be used in substructure systems to model the local damage mechanism, improving 
the numerical accuracy of the whole structure. Seismic analysis of a reinforced concrete frame structure is 
performed to verify the novel numerical substructure method. 
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       ? 1  ?????????????  /mm 
Fig.1  View of structure and development of plastic hinges 
 ? 1  ??????????? /mm 
Table 1  Structural dimensions and reinforcement 
?? ??? ???(????) ??? ???(?/???)
1~7 750×750 760 300×500 
1256/628 
8~11 700×700 760 300×500 
12~18 650×650 379 300×500 942/628 
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Fig.3  Top displacement time histories using different methods 
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? 4  ????????????????? 
?????? 
Fig.4  Time histories of percentage of isolated substructures 
under different earthquake intensities 
? 3  ????????????????????? 
Table 3  Computational cost and errors using three methods 
under different earthquake intensities 
?????/gal NR/s ??/s ??/s eRMS|NR/??/(%) eRMS|NR/??/(%)
220 7952 2667 1208 2.8 2.81 
400 8109 4299 1197 3.24 3.43 
600 9139 5478 1179 2.99 3.77 
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